
The Russian Government Agrees With the MK-Ultra Gate Evidence   

   

The consensus that emerged beginning in early March 2011 could only 
grow stronger as a result of White House inaction, presidential 

statements of intent followed by omission and critical analyses of the 
U.S. leader’s behavior.  Individually and collectively they delivered 
more confirming evidence that the case made of the secret 
piggybacking agenda necessitated accountability at the highest levels 
of the United States government.    

   

What occurred during the trip to Europe added to what had already 

transpired in the United States since early March 2011.   Concurrence with 

the MK-Ultra Gate analysis increased when HRH Duke of Edinburgh 

employed the lexicon during the State Dinner to describe the relationship 

between Buckingham Palace and the White House and the band was 

instructed to interrupt his toast to Her Royal Majesty on the last Tuesday of 

May.  It grew when Britain’s Foreign Minister William Hague on behalf of the 

U.K. Prime Minister delivered the communiqué that President Obama et al. 

no longer garners trust and legitimacy on Wednesday – that his 

administration must relinquish power.   And the day after when attending 

the first day of the G8 Summit in France his sit-down press conference with 

his Russian counterpart witnessed a stinging rebuke for his and his 

predecessor’s administrations’ unlawful and improprietous conduct.    

 

As soon as the interview began President Medvedev engaged in a very 

aggressive and embellished dbl-h SNL M., which as these photos show 

instantly triggered a profound unease in the U.S. leader.  

   

  

 

 
 
 
Note: This is the joint press conference from which the book cover’s photograph is from. 



  

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

   

 

Watching the entire video stream (the White House upload of 13 minutes, 

14 seconds – Taylor Identifier and quantum ratifier) one cannot but draw 

from what’s observed that the cumulative effect of all admonishments since 

early March has taken its toll on a leader that clearly has a 

conscience; troubled to the core over what’s snowballed since the mid-

February epiphany.   

 

At 2:06, to a reference to discussing “broader economics”, the President 

begins to scratch his raised left wrist in a protracted fashion.  This in 

lexiconic terms is a Close M. that like so many geo-gestures mimics hypno-

torture targeting the skin, whether temporary itches or the procurement of 

lesions that last days and trigger a much more pronounced feeling of being 

violated.  His intent is to draw attention to the matter of quantum.  

   

   



  

 

 

   



In response and to mitigate what he knows to be fatal to his presidency he 

red flags the remark “we are confident we can get this done [3:13: Gutierrez 

M.]”; arguing he can resuscitate his tattered reputation by engaging in what 

all coalition partners have been waiting ever-less patiently for: following-

through on all his promises, assurances, guarantees and representations.   

   

 

   

He also red flags the phrase “resolves conflicts in a peaceful way [4:13: 

Cl.M.]” – to suggest that there’s no need to resort to drastic measures like 

removal from office.  

 



 

 

 



 

   

Problematic, however, is he’s had an opportunity every hour of every day 

since taking office in January 2009 to materially and substantially advance 

coalition interests and objectives and didn’t.  Then he went on record on 

December 22nd to say he would and then again and again as documented.  

   

A review of the chronology of events since filing the FBI complaint on 
Thursday, February 24th demonstrates what would be described in 
non-academic terminology as the same ‘ol same ol’ coming from the 
Obama administration.  At its first opportunity, which was Monday, 
February 28th, the response was the President was going to “pursue a 

new approach based on concrete steps”.   It’s now been 37 days and 
there’s only been inaction.   
   

On March 14th French President Sarkozy used the lexicon on Secretary 
Clinton, which was his way of acknowledging the FBI matter.   
   

The President entered the diplomatic corridor on Friday, March 18th 
with a message that he was going to take action that would advance 
coalition interests and objectives “swiftly”.  The following day, March 
19th, his Brazilian counterpart embarrassed him on the world stage.  
Since then there’s only been inaction.  



On March 22nd, ABC News put the White House on notice that the 
fourth estate wasn’t going to look the other way.   And CBS did the 
same on March 29th out of which came more assurances of the kind 
given on February 28th.    

 

This series omissions followed by assurances followed by omissions speaks 

for itself and couldn’t but lead to the kind of censure he received in Europe 

and this day with his Russian counterpart.  

 

The tension between the two presidents is so thick it would take a chainsaw 

to cut through it.  Inescapably observable throughout the press conference 

the Russian leader is cold and distant; in fact so disgusted he doesn’t 

conceal that sentiment and turns his head several times as a show of 

agreement with the MK-Ultra Gate analysis.   

 

He employs the lexicon once to state the U.S. leader hasn’t been "doing fine 

work in moving the [coalition] forward" and what has been advanced in 

terms of mutual interests is adversely impacted by the scandal.   

   
I just want to emphasize that my interactions with President 
Medvedev have always been excellent.  I think that he is doing fine 
work in moving Russia forward on a whole range of issues [6:21: 
Medvedev: Harriet M.; looks away].  

 

  



   

 

 

  



President Obama witnessing the protracted use of the Bl.M. and hearing a 

member of the audience effect an NBC M. jumps into action, effecting a 

coalition identifying triple Kernan M. to acknowledge the malfeasance he’s 

been caught engaging in has triggered a sensitivity in international relations.    

  
Dimitry it's good to see you again and I look forward to [working with 
you over] the next day and a half [6:38: Cl.M.; Medvedev: looks 
away]  
  

 

  
[...]  
  
[9:59: protracted Bl.M.] Today we talked about how keep and further 
develop these achievements and how to develop our relations in what 
are quite sensitive issues [10:14: Obama: Kernan M.x3; press core 
camera clicking flurry] 

   



 

 

 

   
  View video  

   

   

That two major governments have now gone on the diplomatic record as 

supporting the coalition’s conclusions is demonstrative of the inevitability of 

the end of the Obama presidency.   

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaLYq9sFhZo&feature=relmfu


What’s observed on this day is the exact opposite of what photos captured 

during the April 2009 G20 Summit in London – a meeting of world leaders 

that produced the piggybacking advancing, diplomacy extending initiative 

documented in Secretary of State Hillary Clinton Announces the Coalition 

Elected the Canadian Lawyer the Custodian-in-Council’s First Chief 

Executive:  

 
 


